
 

Handmade Shoes for Men - Online Shoe 
Shop in UAE 

A gentleman ensure that the little details are always taken care of, whether it 

be in a hand-shake, his tone and choice of words, or his wardrobe, a detail that 
could be easily disregarded by the many, will be the secret but significant 
signal to few who also define themselves by that same code and conduct. Buy 

handmade shoes online that 
defines what a man stands 

for. 

We at King’s serve men who 
care about how they look and 
the impression they create on 

others. 

We have men’s shoe store in 
Dubai in the Bur Dubai inthe 

Old Market in the vicinity of 
the Dubai Museum. You can buy handmade leather shoes from classic Oxfords 
and Derby’s to the sophisticated Monk Straps and the sharp Loafers in Leather 

and Suede. We also have an online shoe shop by the name 
www.kingstraders.com where we accept Cash on Delivery.  

Our range consists of brogues, plain toes, cap toes, wingtips and penny, tassel 

and butterfly loafers to give a reasonable variety in leather and in suede 
options. The sole also consists of the finest leather from Argentina. Now you 
can online shop leather shoes. 

We also provide the service of making custom shoes for you. You have a choice 

of the 4 types i.e. The Oxford, the Derby, the Monk-Strap and the Loafer. 
Currently, you need to visit our store in Dubai enable us to make your choice 

of Shoe type, Shoe Style as well as the material and colors you prefer. A custom 
shoe typically takes us 4-6 weeks in the making as it is especially handmade 
by our cobbler who has been passed the shoemaking skills down a generation. 

You will soon be able to order them custom online. 

 

 

https://kingstraders.com/


Summertime is loafer time 
It's May, and summer is at the 

doorstep, and it is officially the season 

of loafers. Within the past couple of 

years, the slip-on dress shoe and other 

casual slip-on's have carved out its 

path in the exciting world of 

contemporary menswear. With the 

advent of versatile new styles, the 

loafer and it's modern adaptations 

have gone from the prepster's footwear 

of choice to a style embraced by the 

well-poised gentlemen all over.  

 

With the ability to design your loafers 

casuals, we start the season off with a 

plethora of choices. The designs below 

are custom and can be mixed and 

matched with leather, suede, fabric on the upper and leather, rubber, crepe, and 

Vibrum running soles. 

This is a classic Tassel Loafer in 

Camel Suede with Brown leather 
tassels and a leather sole. Versatile 
for all casual occasions. Perfect for 

the assemblage of the 
smart modern wardrobeFor the 

more prudent gentleman with a flair 
of style can pull off a Black and 
White Penny loafer in the most 

subtle yet prominent. The burgundy bit loafer heightens the decorative element 
of the shoe and enhances the wearer's urbane nature. 

The contemporary man knows his way around the modern twist in loafer fused 
with a cup sole. Here are some Custom designed Belgian loafers sneakers: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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